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The Payload for Ultrahigh Energy Observations (PUEO) long-duration balloon experiment is
designed to have world-leading sensitivity to ultrahigh-energy neutrinos at energies above 1 EeV.
Probing this energy region is essential for understanding the extreme-energy universe at all distance
scales. PUEO leverages experience from and supersedes the successful Antarctic Impulsive Transient
Antenna (ANITA) program, with an improved design that drastically improves sensitivity by more
than an order of magnitude at energies below 30 EeV. PUEO will either make the first significant
detection of or set the best limits on ultrahigh-energy neutrino fluxes.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Ultrahigh-energy (UHE) neutrinos (>∼ 1 EeV) have long been predicted but so far have eluded detection. The
Payload for Ultrahigh Energy Observations (PUEO) is a long-duration balloon experiment that will have world-
leading sensitivity to broad swaths of unexplored parameter space in UHE neutrino flux using the radio-detection
technique from a high-altitude platform. PUEO builds on the foundation laid by the Antarctic Impulse Transient
Antenna (ANITA) program, which is the best existing probe of UHE flux above 30 EeV. The improved sensitivity
of PUEO is a result of a number of novel features compared to ANITA, including a larger antenna array and a
beam-forming trigger. PUEO will be able to measure or rule out a number of viable UHE models, providing better
understanding of the UHE accelerators throughout the entire universe.
In this white paper, we lay out the science case for UHE neutrinos and PUEO, review the radio-detection technique,
summarize the results from the ANITA program, introduce the PUEO design, and justify PUEO’s expected science
performance.
II. THE PUEO SCIENCE PROGRAM
High-energy neutrino astrophysics evinces a unique perspective on the energetic particles from cosmic distances.
Unlike other high-energy particle messengers, neutrinos are unimpeded as they make their way across the universe,
carrying information about distant sources that is not accessible otherwise. Detection of UHE neutrinos is the
cornerstone of the PUEO science program. UHE neutrinos may be produced in several different ways, further described
below. Additionally, PUEO is able to measure air showers from energetic particles in the atmosphere and study
Antarctic ice.
A. Cosmogenic Neutrinos
Cosmogenic neutrinos are produced from interactions of the UHECRs with the cosmic-microwave background as
they propagate through the universe. For protons, this is called the Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin (GZK) process [15, 16]
and has a threshold of 50 EeV and a typical length-scale of 50-200 Megaparsecs, producing neutrinos on average
with 5% of the proton energy [17]. Higher-mass UHECRs may also produce neutrinos, albeit less efficiently, through
photodisintegration [18].
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FIG. 1. Left: Current limits [1–3] on Cosmogenic Neutrinos and some viable models. The models displayed are uniform
source class best fits to PAO data [4] (with uncertainties), similar fits to TA data [5] with a fixed source evolution model,
subdominant all-proton models allowed by the measured proton fraction at PAO and TA [6, 7]. As explained in the text, the
non-local proton source models were developed with CRPropa3 [8] using a similar procedure as the subdominant models in
[6], but requiring sources to have z > 0.1. Additionally, the KKSS [9] model is shown as an example of a cosmogenic model
that has been ruled out by ANITA. Right: The same experimental limits but with diffuse astrophysical flux models, including
FSRQs [10], AGN [11], GRB blast-waves [12], pulsars [13] and an extrapolation of the IceCube flux [14].
UHECRs have been measured up to hundreds of EeV [19], but the sources are still unknown and the chemical
composition at Earth still uncertain, leading to significant uncertainties in predicted cosmogenic neutrino fluxes, even
if we assume that the local universe is a representative sample of the entire universe. Conversely, UHE neutrino
flux measurements uniquely probe cosmic ray acceleration and mass composition [6, 20] at all distance scales and
complement cosmic rays in source identification [21–37]. Existing experiments have already ruled out some cosmogenic
models [1, 9, 38, 39]. PUEO’s improved sensitivity will either detect cosmogenic neutrinos or rule out scenarios where
the UHECRs contain a sizable proton component, their sources reach extreme maximum acceleration energies, and/or
are more populous at large redshifts [9, 31]. Fig. 1 (left) shows existing constraints on UHE neutrino fluxes, as well
as several still-viable models of cosmogenics fluxes (and one model that has been ruled out).
Cosmogenic neutrino fluxes from sources within the GZK horizon may be constrained by current UHECR composi-
tion measurements. Measurements of the penetration depth of energetic air showers in the Pierre Auger Observatory
(PAO) currently favor a mixed composition at Earth, although a proton subcomponent is still allowed [40, 41]. The
Telescope Array’s (TA) analogous measurements report compatibility with a lighter mass composition [42, 43]. The
composition and spectra from TA or PAO can be used to fit a parametric model of the source properties using cos-
mological propagation codes such as CRPropa [8], which allow estimation of the resulting UHECR and cosmogenic
particles at Earth given assumptions about source distribution and injection properties. Depending on if the TA or
PAO composition is used, very different cosmogenic neutrino fluxes may be predicted [5, 36, 37]. It is also possible
that the discrepancies are due to the different views of the sky between TA and PAO. Such a situation could arise if
there is a light UHECR source within the GZK horizon in the Northern Hemisphere but not the Southern.
Fits for cosmogenic neutrino fluxes based on UHECR spectra and composition usually rely on simplified parametric
models, and, moreover, assume that all UHECR sources are of the same type (even if the cosmological evolution is
varied). If the unjustified assumption that all nuclear species come from the same source classes is relaxed, models
that produce more copious amounts of cosmogenic neutrinos become viable [6, 7], as neither PAO nor TA data can
exclude a subdominant all-proton component to UHECR at the highest energies. Moreover, significant systematic
uncertainties from uncertain hadronic physics are present in the estimation of the UHECR mass composition, with
different choices of hadronic models producing significantly different local composition estimates [44]. Currently, none
of the hadronic models used in modeling of depth of shower maximum can predict all aspects of measurements [45].
Detection or further limits on cosmogenic fluxes can constrain UHECR mass composition independent of the complex
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FIG. 2. The median distance of the nearest UHECR accelerator as a function of number of prototypes and the source evolution
parameter m, where redshift is parametrized as n(z) = (1 + z)m if z ∈ (0, 1.5], n(z) = 2.5m if z ∈ (1.5, 4] and n(z) = 0 if z > 4.
This is calculated by drawing the number of sources from the source evolution 1000 times and computing the median of that
distribution. This is generally a right-skewed distribution, so realizations where the nearest red shift is two or three times the
median are not uncommon.
hadronic physics.
Published cosmogenic neutrino models based on current UHECR measurements do not fully account for the pos-
sibility that some UHECR source classes may fluctuate to have no prototypes within the GZK horizon, a plausible
scenario for source classes with few objects and/or strongly positive source evolution. As an example, there are no
known FSRQs with a redshift smaller than 0.1 [46]. More generally, in Fig. 2 we show the median redshift of the
closest source as a function of number of sources and strength of source evolution. The yellow-to-red areas in that
plot denote parameter space where the nearest accelerator is plausibly at or beyond the GZK horizon.
To study resulting fluxes from such source classes, we have run some proton-only CRPropa simulations simular to
those in [6], where we have enforced a minimum red shift of 0.1, therefore highly suppressing the protons that reach
Earth without suppressing the neutrinos. Some example models that result in a subdominant UHECR proton flux
compatible with all composition measurements and also not violating current neutrino constraints are shown in Fig. 1
as “non-local protons.” Only UHE neutrino detectors such as PUEO have the ability to probe such accelerators across
the entirety of the universe.
As essentially all protons significantly above the GZK cutoff interact prior to reaching Earth, UHECR measurements
set nearly no constraints on the maximum energy (Emax) of proton sources [20], but this information is imprinted in
the spectrum of the cosmogenic neutrinos. The full picture of UHECR accelerators can only be completely revealed
with the aid of UHE neutrinos.
B. UHE Astrophysical Neutrinos
UHE neutrinos may also be produced directly in astrophysical sources, through hadronic or photohadronic processes,
rather than in the propagation of the UHECRs. These astrophysical neutrinos have been measured up to multiple
PeV by IceCube [14, 47–49]. It is possible that this, or another, astrophysical flux may extend to energies that PUEO
can probe.
Astrophysical objects that could produce neutrinos at EeV energies include GRBs, pulsars, magnetars from neutron-
star mergers, and FSRQs [10–13, 50–52]. In general, UHE neutrinos may be produced in sources without saturating
UHECR or gamma-ray bounds, so a UHE neutrino detector like PUEO is required to explore this parameter space.
Depending on the number of sources and their distances, the flux from astrophysical neutrinos may appear diffuse
or may be resolvable with stacking searches. Fig. 1 (right) shows some of the astrophysical models that produce the
highest-energy neutrinos.
Of particular interest to PUEO are transient astrophysical sources of UHE neutrinos that produce large fluences in
a short time window (e.g. GRBs, Supernovae, FRBs, flaring blazars, neutron-star mergers). For this class of sources,
PUEO is an ideal instrument due to its world-leading instantaneous aperture at UHE energies within its field of
5view, which allows for detecting fluences above background levels. For transients with multimessenger measurements,
the analysis efficiency may be increased and backgrounds substantially reduced by focusing in on a narrow region of
time and space [53, 54], further improving the sensitivity for UHE detection. As seen in the apparent IceCube event
coincident with a flare TXS 0506+056 [55, 56], multimessenger coincidences have the capability to more confidently
attribute neutrinos to sources.
As will be further reviewed in Sec. IV, ANITA-III has observed candidate events that occur in spatial and temporal
coincidence with supernovae [54, 57](SN). PUEO will likely confidently exclude or detect such a flux.
C. Dark Matter and Top-Down Models
UHE neutrinos may also be produced directly, rather than in accelerators, for example in the decays of heavy
dark matter (DM) [58] or other top-down models [59]. ANITA has already ruled out many such models, for example
Z-bursts [60]. Any further constraint on UHE neutrino flux implies a constraint on some parameter space of DM.
Conversely, a narrow spectral feature in the UHE flux could indicate the presence of dark matter, potentially solving
one of the major mysteries in modern physics. Especially at the highest energies, PUEO is the only instrument that
can probe this phase space.
D. Fundamental Particle Physics with PUEO
UHE neutrinos detected by PUEO would represent the most energetic neutrinos available experimentally, allowing
PUEO to probe fundamental physics at a new scale. Observing the angular distribution through the earth would
allow a measurement of the neutrino-nucleon interaction cross-section [61, 62], which is sensitive to physics beyond
the Standard Model [63, 64] and the nucleus at small scales [65], in regions of parameter space that are inaccessible by
the Large Hadron Collider. We expect that once events are observed, PUEO could loosely constrain cross-sections at
∼ 100 TeV center-of-mass energies based on the energy-dependent zenith angle distribution of the events [61, 62, 66–
68]. Like ANITA, PUEO will also be able to place constraints on Lorentz invariance violation [69, 70].
ANITA has detected several events in the air shower channel that, if of physical origin, may require new physics
explanations [57, 71, 72]. PUEO will be able to search for more of these events with improved sensitivity. Specific
search channels proposed for seeking physics beyond the Standard Model in ANITA will be targets of searches with
PUEO [73–84].
E. Ancillary Studies
While the main focus of PUEO is the identification and characterization of UHE neutrinos, the elevated radio
platform allows for a number of ancillary science results. PUEO measures UHECRs through their air showers from
a geometry unlike other experiments, allowing PUEO to probe radio emission models, including some that may be
relevant to the interpretation of the anomalous ANITA events [85]. PUEO, like ANITA [86, 87], will also be able to
measure ice reflectivity properties on Antarctica, which is important to the interpretation of apparent upward-going
air showers [88, 89].
III. THE RADIO DETECTION TECHNIQUE
Building a competitive UHE neutrino detector requires effective detector volumes of many cubic kilometers. Even
kiloton-scale optical Cherenkov detectors that use natural media, such as IceCube [1, 39] or Km3Net [90], are of
insufficient size to measure the expected flux at the highest energies. Cost-effective scale-up is limited by the O(10−
100m) effective length scale propagation of light in their respective media.
To reach the necessary detector sensitivities, it is advantageous to use a technique profiting from the improved
propagation properties of radio frequencies and the very large visible volume provided by a high-altitude platform.
Two complementary methods are relevant to PUEO: in-ice Askaryan emission and geomagnetic emission from air
showers, which are briefly reviewed here.
6A. In-ice Askaryan Emission
The Askaryan Effect [93], first predicted in the 1960’s, refers to the coherent radio emission resulting from an
electromagnetic (EM) shower in a dielectric medium. Due to interactions with atomic electrons in the medium, the
EM shower develops a fast-moving negative charge excess on the order of 20%. This manifests itself as coherent
Cerenkov radiation at wavelength-scales larger than projected size of the shower, from the point of view of the
observer. As the electric field scales with the shower energy, at high energies, the radio emission becomes significant
and is detectable by suitably-placed antennas, provided that the medium is sufficiently radio-transparent. As hadronic
showers quickly produce EM showers, both hadronic and EM cascades produce emission via the Askaryan effect. UHE
neutrinos interacting in dense media may induce either type of shower (or both, when including secondary showers).
A series of beam test experiments [94–96] have demonstrated the Askaryan effect in various natural media, including
salt, silica, and ice. Of these, ice is the most abundant in the form of the glacial ice in the polar ice sheets, and
sufficiently-cold ice has km-scale radio attenuation lengths [97], making it a viable detection medium for the Askaryan
channel.
T-486, which directly probed the Askaryan effect in ice, was performed in the SLAC End Station A (ESA) facility
in 2006. A target of ice was constructed from close-packing rectangular blocks to form a 7.5 metric ton stack with
dimensions 2× 1.5× 5 m. The upper surface of the ice was carved to a slope of ∼ 8◦ in the forward direction to avoid
total-internal reflection (TIR) of the emerging Cherenkov radiation at the surface. Particle showers in the ice were
produced by 28.5 GeV electrons in 10 ps bunches of typically 109 particles, with about 90% of the shower contained in
the target. The typical composite energy of the resulting showers is 3× 1019 eV, centered in the cosmogenic neutrino
range. Such composite showers can be used to validate the behavior of radio emission from high-energy showers,
with proper scaling. The ANITA payload, then an array of 32 dual-polarization, quad-ridged horn antennas sensitive
between 200-1200 MHz, was used to receive the emission ∼15 m away from the center of the target.
Fig. 3 (left) shows measurements of the absolute field strength in several antennas. The uncertainty in these data are
dominated by systematic errors and are ±40% in field strength. The field strengths are compared to a parametrization
based on shower+electrodynamics simulations for ice [98, 99], and the agreement is within experimental errors. Fig. 3
(center) also shows that the scaling of the pulse power with shower energy is consistent with the expected quadratic
behavior for coherent radiation. Additional measurements made in the T-486 experiment were consistent with the
geometry and expected polarization of the Cherenkov cone.
These data provide both a validation of the Askaryan effect in ice, as well as a calibration of the response of detectors
to an actual Askaryan signal. Since potential measurements of cosmogenic neutrino fluxes may not be easily validated
or confirmed by any other current experiment, at least in the short term, the SLAC T-486 beam test represents a
major milestone in establishing credibility for any possible discovery by a radio experiment.
In-ice Askaryan emission has also been studied in detail via simulations of showers in ice [100, 101]. The Askaryan
FIG. 3. Key results from beam tests probing Askaryan and geomagnetic emission. Left: Field strength vs. frequency
of Askaryan emission in the T-486 experiment. Center: Coherence of the radiation detected. From Ref. [91]. Right:
Horizontally-polarized signal fraction showing the expected linear behavior vs. magnetic field, from the T-510 experiment.
From Ref. [92].
7emission in ice is polarized radially from the shower axis, with a broad emission cone that is centered at the in-ice
Cerenkov angle. Measurement of the polarization vector, even at just one point, can therefore be used to constrain
the shower axis and therefore the neutrino direction to O(15(◦)2) [54, 102].
B. Geomagnetic Emission from Air Showers
Extensive air showers (EAS), normally the result of UHE cosmic rays (UHECRs) interacting in the upper atmo-
sphere, also produce radio emission. While there is an Askayran component to these showers, the primary emission
mechanism is due to charge separation by the Earth’s magnetic field [103]. This phenomenon is now well understood
and radio detection of UHECRs is considered a mature field [104–107].
The nature of geomagnetic emission has been probed both by detailed simulation efforts [108, 109], as well as beam
test experiment T-510 [92]. The T-510 experiment took place in ESA at SLAC in 2014. Bunches of electrons with
energy 4.35 or 4.55 GeV passed through 2.3 radiation lengths of lead pre-shower and entered a 4 m long plastic
target, generating compact showers with a total energy equivalent to a ∼ 4 × 1018 eV cosmic-ray air shower. The
particle showers developed in high-density polyethylene, so the magnetic field and the frequencies of interest are scaled
compared to those for EASs. Four ANITA horn antennas [110] recorded the electric fields radiated from the particle
shower.
Fig. 3 (right) shows that the amplitude of the horizontally-polarized emission is linearly dependent on the magnetic
field, as expected, and within the 20% systematic uncertainty of the same slope as the predictions from simulation.
The polarity of this induced voltage changes sign when the direction of the magnetic field flips direction, indicating
that the transverse current flows in the opposite direction. The vertically-polarized emission is observed to be constant
with respect to magnetic field strength. The angular radiation pattern as a function of frequency was also measured
and is consistent with simulations.
For PUEO and other neutrino detectors, the main interest in EAS is that they provide another means through which
to detect neutrinos using radio. A tau neutrino, interacting in the Earth or ice via a charged-current interaction, will
produce a tau lepton that can escape into the atmosphere and subsequently decay, producing an apparent upward-
going EAS [111], which can then be detected via its radio emission. Upward-going air showers may be distinguished
from reflected downward-going showers via the phase structure of the electric field, as reflected air showers undergo
phase inversion from the air-ground interface [57, 71].
The EAS τ channel typically has a lower energy threshold than the Askaryan channel. Due to the narrow emission
cone, the overall aperture is less once the Askaryan channel threshold is exceeded. However, the small opening angle
of the in-air cone gives the EAS channel improved pointing resolution O(1◦) compared to the Askaryan channel.
C. Radio detection platforms
A number of existing experiments have employed radio detection techniques for detection of UHE neutrinos. Ex-
periments such as ARA [112, 113] and ARIANNA [114] have deployed prototypes in Antarctica seeking to measure
Askaryan emission from neutrinos interacting in nearby ice. Future experiments such as RNO [115]/RNO-G [116] and
IceCube Gen2 Radio [117] plan to deploy even larger arrays. BEACON [118], TAROGE [119] and GRAND [120] are
proposed designs to detect radio emission from tau-neutrino-induced air showers in mountainous regions.
Compared to ground-based detectors, the balloon platform used by ANITA and PUEO provides a much larger
instantaneous volume, as more target volume is directly visible from the payload. However, this larger aperture
generally comes at the price of a higher threshold, as the visible events are farther away. ANITA has set the best
limits on UHE neutrinos at the highest energies (>∼ 30 EeV) [3]. The greatly reduced trigger threshold available with
PUEO allows balloon-borne searches for UHE neutrinos to be competitive with limits from ground-based experiments
at energies below 30 EeV. Due to their large instantaneous aperture, balloon-based experiments are also ideal for
searching for transients, which might produce multiple events at a time that could exceed background levels only in
detectors with larger instantaneous sensitivity.
IV. REVIEW OF RESULTS FROM ANITA
Before detailing the many improvements in PUEO, we briefly review results from the predecessor ANITA program,
which completed four successful flights between 2006 and 2016. ANITA (Fig. 4) is the pioneer in balloon-borne radio
instruments, having set world-leading limits on diffuse UHE flux and detected dozens of UHECR air showers.
8FIG. 4. A picture of ANITA-IV, preparing for the 2016 launch on the Ross Ice Shelf in Antarctica.
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FIG. 5. Left: The single vertically-polarized candidate from Analysis A in ANITA-IV. Middle: The single vertically-polarized
candidate from Analysis B in ANITA-IV. Right: An example cosmic-ray candidate from ANITA-IV.
A. ANITA Constraints on UHE Neutrino Flux
ANITA was designed to look for Askaryan emission from UHE neutrino-induced showers in Antarctic ice, and has
placed the best constraints on the UHE neutrino flux between 1019.5 eV – 1021 eV. Each ANITA flight has published
constraints on this flux [3, 38, 102, 121], with modest improvements in sensitivity. With each flight, analysis techniques
have improved, and multiple independent analysis pipelines have been developed. The most recent flight (ANITA-IV)
saw two independent analyses, one with the highest analysis efficiency yet for ANITA: 82 ± 2%, after constructing
cuts to isolate Askaryan neutrino candidates. The blind analysis techniques used for these analyses are sophisticated,
robust, and have produced consistent results over the four flights of ANITA. Fig. 5 shows the results of the two
independent blind searches for Askaryan signals in the ANITA-IV data. Each analysis had one candidate event
survive on background estimates of 0.64+0.69−0.45 and 0.34
+0.66
−0.16, respectively. The dominant contribution to background
was difficult-to-reduce man-made backgrounds. The combined published limit from ANITA I-IV is shown in Fig. 1.
In addition to diffuse searches for UHE neutrino flux, ANITA has also specifically set limits on fluences from
astrophysical sources such as GRBs, flaring blazars, supernovae, and IceCube-identified sources [53, 54]. The ANITA-
III source search establishes a general methodology for searching for UHE neutrinos in spatial and temporal coincidence
with source classes, and furthermore identified the surviving diffuse ANITA-III event as potentially associated with
SN 2014D, although not at a statistically significant level.
Over time, ANITA has seen more radio-frequency interference (RFI) from satellites, as more satellites are launched.
The change in RFI environment between ANITA-II and -III was especially apparent in the data, and caused ANITA-
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FIG. 6. Left: A map of EAS events and the candidate Askaryan neutrino event from the most sensitive analysis of ANITA-III.
From Ref. [102]. Right: A map of EAS candidates from ANITA-IV. From Ref. [72].
III to lose livetime and therefore sensitivity. With each flight, we have made changes to adapt to the changing RFI
environment. For ANITA-IV, we implemented tunable notch filters [122] that allowed us to dramatically improve the
fractional livetime of the instrument (from 32% in ANITA-III to 91% in ANITA-IV). We found, however, that for
nearly all of the flight, most of the power below 300 MHz needed to be filtered out, in order for the instrument to
continue to take data with low trigger thresholds, which also cost some sensitivity to neutrinos and cosmic rays.
B. ANITA Cosmic Ray Measurements
ANITA-I made the serendipitous first detection of UHE (> 1018.5 eV) cosmic rays via geomagnetic radio emission
from the EASs that cosmic rays create in the atmosphere [104, 123]. Since then, significant progress has been made
in simulations, analysis, and with the T-510 beam test, in understanding this radio emission mechanism.
Geomagnetic emission from EASs in the ANITA data is distinct from Askaryan emission from neutrinos interacting
in the ice due to differences in observed polarization. In Antarctica, where Earth’s magnetic field is primarily vertical,
radio signatures from EASs will appear predominantly horizontally polarized. Askaryan signals from neutrinos inter-
acting in the ice will produce predominantly vertically-polarized events, due to Earth absorption of up-going UHE
neutrinos, the polarization of the Cherenkov cone, and preferential transmission at the ice-air interface.
There are two ways for ANITA to see UHE cosmic rays. Since ANITA sits above most of the atmosphere and cosmic
rays are down-going as viewed from the Earth, most of the cosmic-ray events that ANITA sees are from radio signals
that are reflected off of the Antarctic surface, and then come back up to ANITA. A small fraction of cosmic-ray events
observed by ANITA are from cosmic rays that, as viewed by ANITA, are slightly upgoing, skimming through the
atmosphere at elevation angles above the horizon (at ∼ −6◦ elevation viewed by ANITA), but below the horizontal
(since there is negligible atmosphere above ANITA). For events in which the radio signal reflected off of the surface, we
expect an inversion in polarity of the signal compared to radio emission that is observed directly from the cosmic-ray
air showers that come from above the horizon. We call these categories “direct” and “reflected” events.
After ANITA-I detected 16 cosmic-ray events, two of which were direct events and 14 of which were reflected events
with opposite polarity, searches for EAS-like events became an additional science driver for ANITA. Over the four
flights of ANITA, there have been 71 events identified that are consistent with signatures of cosmic rays, on a combined
background of order 1. Seven of these events are direct signatures, and the other 64 are reflected events with opposite
polarity. Fig. 6 shows a map of the identified EAS candidates from ANITA-III. Figs. 5 and 7 show examples of cosmic
rays detected with ANITA-I, -III, and -IV.
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FIG. 7. Left: ANITA-I: Waveforms for four of the EAS-candidate events, including one anomalous-polarity event in the
lower-right panel. The waveform titles include the event number and the elevation angle relative to horizontal. The horizon is
typicaly at -6◦, depending on altitude. From Ref. [71]. Right: ANITA-III: Event waveforms four of the EAS candidate events,
including one anomalous-polarity event in the upper-left panel. From Ref. [57].
C. ANITA’s Upward-Going Cosmic-Ray-Like Events
ANITA has also observed a few anomalous cosmic-ray-like events. ANITA-I, -III and -IV have seen an excess of
EAS candidate events that come from below the horizon but do not have inverted polarity. These have the same
polarity as the observed direct cosmic-ray air showers but come from below the horizon. ANITA-II was significantly
less sensitive to the EAS channel, since its trigger was optimized solely for the Askaryan neutrino search (and at the
time unknowingly optimized away from an EAS search).
ANITA-I and -III each saw one anomalous-polarity event. With the low backgrounds in this channel, these are 3.3σ
and 3.0σ effects, respectively. Fig. 7 shows these events with anomalous polarity, compared to observed EAS events
with those same payloads. The left half of Fig. 7 shows four events from ANITA-I: three observed above-horizon direct
cosmic-ray events, and the one anomalous-polarity event in the lower-right panel. The right half of Fig. 7 shows four
events from ANITA-III: the mystery event in the upper-left panel, the two above-horizon direct cosmic-ray events,
and an example of a reflected cosmic-ray event with inverted polarity in the lower-right panel.
One physics explanation for non-inverted upward-going cosmic-ray-like events could be that they were created by
tau neutrinos interacting in the Earth, creating a tau lepton, which then decays in the atmosphere and induces an
EAS. However, both the ANITA-I and -III anomalous-polarity events come from very steep elevation angles: −27.4◦
and −36.7◦. This is inconsistent with limits from ground-based observatories on an isotropic tau neutrino flux under
the assumption of standard-model cross sections [124]. Recently, a novel interpretation of the signals as transition
radiation from the vanishing of transverse currents in cosmic-ray showers at the air-ice boundary has been proposed
[85]. These events could even be a hint of beyond the Standard Model physics: supersymmetric interpretations,
sterile neutrino interpretations, and dark matter interpretations have all been proposed [73–84]. Following up on
these apparent upward-going cosmic-ray-like events from ANITA-I and -III is a science priority that motivates the
design of PUEO. The direction of emission from the ANITA-III anomalous event was consistent in position with a
recently-exploded supernova, raising the possibility of some sort of supernova-induced transient.
Recently, we reported on the results of the upward-shower search in ANITA-IV [72]. ANITA-IV identified four
upward-shower candidates (Fig. 8). Unlike previous such events, these were all near the horizon and each individual
one has a non-negligible chance of being an anthropogenic background or having been misidentified as from above the
horizon. As such, the total significance for at least one of the events not being some sort of background (anthropogenic,
misidentified polarity, or misreconstructed on the wrong side of the horizon) is only 3.2σ. The ANITA-IV search does
not exclude the steep events from previous flights, but, if these new events are truly from upward-air showers, they may
be a new class of events. Without such a large chord through the earth, there is no tension with the standard model
with the angular distribution of this set of events. The compatibility with measurements from other experiments
is still under study. PUEO will have greatly improved sensitivity to this class of events, and, with better pointing
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FIG. 8. The candidate upward shower events from ANITA-IV. Unlike previous flights, all upward showers are very close the
horizon. Due to the varying instrument response during the ANITA-IV flight deconvolution is required to determine relative
polarity. Here, the angle below the horizon is reported with each event, rather than the angle below horizontal.
ability, additionally have a lower background.
V. THE PUEO INSTRUMENT
The PUEO payload will consist of a 216 channel Main Instrument (300-1200 MHz) and an 8-channel Low Frequency
(LF) instrument, which will cover 50-300 MHz. The overall concept of the PUEO payload is similar to that of ANITA.
Much of the mechanical and RF design, power systems, attitude and location systems, and data storage and transfer
is inherited from ANITA. However, PUEO represents a significant improvement in sensitivity compared to the ANITA
payload. This is achieved by:
1. An interferometric phased array trigger, which lowers the trigger threshold, and increases the expected neutrino
and cosmic-ray event rate.
2. More than doubling the antenna collecting area above 300 MHz. This is enabled by increasing the low-frequency
cutoff of the antennas from 180 MHz for ANITA-IV to 300 MHz for PUEO, which reduces the size of the antennas
by a factor of two in area.
3. We have also added a drop-down dedicated low-frequency instrument, as well as a downward-canted 12-antenna
high-frequency dropdown. These dedicated instruments will greatly improve PUEO’s sensitivity to air showers,
over a range of elevation angles.
4. Significantly improved ability to filter man-made noise in real-time at the trigger level.
5. Significantly improved pointing resolution, especially in elevation, from a combination of better orientation
measurements and a larger physical vertical baseline. Improved elevation pointing resolution will allow us to
improve analysis efficiency and reduce contamination from man-made backgrounds.
Trade studies over the past several years have explored a wide range of possible payload configurations, including a
variety of antenna designs (frequency ranges, gain, physical size), antenna geometries (large collapsible drop-downs,
azimuthally asymmetric configurations, various antenna spacings and orientations). PUEO is the optimal design that
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FIG. 9. A rendering of the PUEO payload, including a potential design for the low-frequency drop down.
is currently achievable with technologies that have been developed and demonstrated that maximizes the achievable
sensitivity given the power, mass, and size constraints of an LDB payload.
Fig. 9 shows a rendering of the PUEO payload. PUEO receives radio signals from cosmic particles using its 108
dual-polarized quad-ridged horn antennas, sensitive between 300 MHz and 1200 MHz in the Main Instrument, and 8
LF antennas. Radio signals observed by these antennas are amplified, digitized above the Nyquist frequency, and a
trigger decision is made in real time to determine which data are saved to disk.
A. Maximizing Sensitivity Using an Interferometric Phased Array Trigger
An interferometric phased array trigger will be employed for the Main Instrument of PUEO, a technology that has
been pioneered through the work of multiple groups in PUEO, and has successfully been demonstrated in situ at the
South Pole on the Askaryan Radio Array (ARA) experiment [125], achieving the lowest demonstrated trigger threshold
in any radio detector for cosmic neutrinos. The key to lowering the trigger threshold (and consequently lowering the
energy threshold and increasing sensitivity at higher energies) is the ability to distinguish weak neutrino-induced
impulsive signals from thermal noise. The phased array trigger coherently sums the full radio waveforms with time
delays corresponding to a range of angles of incident plane waves, averaging down the uncorrelated thermal noise from
each antenna while maintaining the same signal strength for real plane-wave signals (such as neutrinos). This gives a
boost in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for triggering that goes as
√
N , where N is the number of antennas included the
trigger array. Such interferometric techniques have been extensively used in radio astronomy (for a review, see [126]).
The interferometric trigger also provides improved rejection of man-made RF interference, which tends to come
from localized directions. At any given time, we can mask from the trigger the beams that correspond to directions
where there is man-made interference, which further improves detector performance.
B. Antennas and Radio Frequency Signal Chain for the Main Instrument
PUEO’s Main Instrument will use dual-polarization quad-ridge horn antennas designed and manufactured by An-
tenna Research Associates. These antennas have a bandwidth of 300-1200 MHz with a physical aperture that is half
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of the ANITA-III and -IV horns, which had a lower frequency limit of ∼200 MHz. PUEO will be instrumented with
108 horn antennas in 5 payload rings with 24 azimuthal ‘phi-sectors’ as shown in Figs. 9 and 10, a significant increase
over the 48-antenna ANITA-IV payload and more than doubling the effective receiving area at 300 MHz. Antennas
on the upper four rings are canted at 10◦ below the horizon. The lowest 12 horn antennas will drop down after
launch, and will be canted downward at a 40◦ angle, providing additional sensitivity to EAS events. The antennas
each have a field of view of ∼ ±30◦, so each signal is viewed with multiple azimuthal sectors of antennas on the
payload. In part, the 300 MHz cutoff is chosen to reject satellite continuous wave (CW) and other RFI that made
large portions of the 200-300 MHz band unusable during the the ANITA-III and -IV flights. The relative sensitivity
hit from losing the remaining non-RFI-contaminated bands below 300 MHz is relatively small (∼ 20 − 30%) and is
more than compensated for by the lower threshold afforded by use of additional antennas.
The received signal at each antenna is amplified by ∼ 60 dB using a cascaded amplifier chain that includes low-noise
amplifiers (LNAs) mounted directly at the antenna in RF-tight pre-amplifier enclosures as shown in Fig. 10. We expect
to achieve an overall system temperature, Tsys, of ∼160 K, which is dominated by the temperature and fraction of ice
in the field of view of PUEO (a contribution of ∼110 K). The PUEO electronics contribute an additional ∼50 K across
the band using a mature design with ANITA heritage. which gives an overall ∼ 5% improvement to the total system
temperature compared to ANITA-IV. The frequency bandpass is defined using high-order filters to reject out-of-band
RF interference. We choose to use commercially-available RF-over-fiber (RFoF) transceivers and bundled 12-channel
tactical cables for signal transport to a central instrument box, rather than using single-channel coaxial cable, for the
significant reduction in cabling complexity for the 224 channels in PUEO. RFoF also critically reduces the cable mass
of the payload while more than doubling the channel count over the ANITA-IV mission. High-frequency transmission
losses between the front-end LNA and the instrument are also minimized by using the RFoF. These commercial RFoF
links have been previously qualified in thermal-vac tests by ANITA.
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FIG. 11. Diagram of the PUEO data acquisition and trigger system.
C. Triggering and Data Acquisition (DAQ) System
The full 224 RF channels in the combined main instrument an LF instrument are converted to RF by a bank
of RFoF receivers and connected to the digitizing & triggering system crate, which consists of fourteen 16-channel
Sampling Unit for RF (SURF) boards and a master trigger and data collection unit termed the Trigger Unit for RF
(TURF) as shown in Fig. 11. The TURF and SURFs are connected via standard 100Mbps Ethernet links and a set of
point-to-point low-latency control signals. The TURF also provides a global clock to each SURF board, ensuring all
RFSoC digitizers are synchronized. The PUEO DAQ system is housed in a custom 3U crate (∼18cm×18cm×70cm)
used for power distribution and conductive heat dissipation.
Xilinx Radio-Frequency System-on Chip (RFSoC): The Xilinx RFSoC is a relatively new technology that
incorporates fast, high-resolution analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) and digital-to-analog converters (DACs) within
the same chip fabric as a high-performance field-programmable array (FPGA) [127]. This drastically reduces the
digitizer power consumption by eliminating the need for driving fast digital data lines off-chip. This lower power,
combined with the newly-available commercial RFSoC boards with extended-temperature grade (rated to 100◦C),
makes this technology well suited as a combined readout and interferometric trigger system for PUEO.
RFSoC SURF: The SURF board holds one commercially-available HiTech Global RFSoC board running at
4 GSPS with 12 bit resolution, as shown in Fig. 11. The SURF connects as a conduction-cooled board stack and fit
in a single 3U slot in the custom DAQ crate. Pairs of neighboring SURFs are connected with a 4-Gbps link to merge
the polarization data from a set of 8 dual-polarization horn antennas, allowing real-time polarization measurements
as a trigger discriminant for linearly-polarized Askaryan and air-shower signals. Each of these ‘SURF pairs’ manages
the filtering, data buffering, and triggering for a 2-phi sector azimuth region of the main payload. The drop-down
horns and LF instrument require four additional SURF boards, which will be programmed with a separate trigger.
The high-speed DACs and DDR4 memory interface on the RFSoC are not used and are powered off, resulting in an
estimated power consumption of ∼17 W per 8-channel RFSoC module.
The digital data on the RFSoC FPGA are split between a ‘trigger’ and ‘recording’ path. The data sent to the
recording buffer are saved as-is for analysis, and can be stored in real-time up to a length of 10 microseconds to
accommodate the trigger latency. The trigger path includes a set of filtering, beamforming, and real-time signal
de-dispersion to maximize the PUEO trigger sensitivity. The first stage of the PUEO trigger will include a dynamic
digital sine-subtraction or notch filtering of two known RFI bands (375 and 460 MHz), supplanting the analog notch
filters used on ANITA-IV [122] to successfully mitigate satellite CW interference. The L1 beamforming trigger follows
this first-stage RFI filter.
The L1 Trigger: 2-Phi Sector Delay-and-Sum Beamforming: The RFSoC SURF will digitize the 8 input
channels for each polarization from adjacent azimuthal phi-sectors into the high-performance FPGA fabric. A digital
low-pass filter at 700 MHz is first applied to the trigger data, which maximizes the impulsive SNR for both Askaryan
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FIG. 12. A simulation of the 16-antenna PUEO delay-and-sum trigger shows a 50% threshold at a voltage signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of 0.8 as viewed in a single vertically-polarized antenna. Also shown are the performance of the ANITA-IV combinatoric
trigger and ARA’s coherent trigger system [125].
and air-shower signals due to the higher effective aperture across the payload in this sub-band. For each polarization,
the integrated FPGA will then delay-and-add the 8 channels together according to plane-wave hypotheses to form 60
synthetic antenna beams (covering 30◦ in azimuth and 45◦ in elevation) with gains as high as 16 dBi, sum the squared
power received in every beam, and trigger according to a per-beam impulsive-power threshold. Each L1 trigger beam
has a -1dB width of ∼20◦ in azimuth and 3◦ in elevation.
The L1 beamforming will be run at a high trigger rate of 100 kHz, in order to maintain the low threshold in the
later stages of the trigger. Event snapshots for each L1 trigger are shuffled over 20 Gbps direct RFSoC-to-RFSoC
links between neighboring SURF boards to complete the 4-phi sector beamforming as depicted in Fig. 11. The L1
event snapshot is a 400 ns long trace of all 8 channels sampled at 8-bits and 4 GSPS.
The L2 Trigger, Full 4-Phi Sector Beamforming: After an L1 trigger, each RFSoC has collected the full
4-azimuthal phi sector data from its neighbor SURF and can calculate the full 4-phi sector trigger. It is likely that the
L2 beamforming can be informed by the L1 trigger metadata, though that has not been fully studied so our simulations
assume that each L2 trigger will reform all the beams. The L2 beamformer includes 120 synthetic antenna beams,
which now cover 60◦ in azimuth and maintain the same 45◦ elevation angle coverage. Each adjacent SURF forms a
set of 4-phi sector beams, which ensures that there are some overlapping beams and no gaps in the trigger coverage.
A full simulation of this 2-stage time-domain beamforming trigger strategy is shown in Fig. 12, which includes
effects from the horn antenna beam patterns and impulse response. We find a 50% threshold at a voltage SNR of
0.8σ (where σ is the RMS of the thermal noise), for vertically-polarized signals, which is a factor of 5 better than the
ANITA-IV trigger performance. The horizontally-polarized trigger threshold is further improved (50% threshold at
a voltage SNR of 0.7σ) due to the wider E-plane horn antenna response in Hpol. A comparison to the demonstrated
7-channel beamforming trigger on ARA [125] performance is also shown, which agrees well with a similarly detailed
simulation study.
ANITA has demonstrated a > 99% analysis efficiency, even for near-threshold events, in isolating signal-like events
from thermal noise backgrounds [3]. Initial studies indicate that we will be able to maintain high analysis efficiency
for reconstruction of events near the lower trigger threshold achieved with PUEO, since the SNR of the coherently
summed and deconvolved waveforms used in analysis will be > 5σ.
The L3 Trigger: At each RFSoC board, the full 16-channel synthetic beam is further processed to eliminate
any CW interference influence on the trigger, including a check on the polarization. If the remaining power is above
threshold, the region of interest within in the RFSoC recording buffer will be written to disk through the TURF
board. The TURF design for PUEO consists of a mid-performance FPGA with a 100 Mbps Ethernet link to each
RFSoC board, which can handle an overall event-rate-to-disk of ∼100 Hz. The TURF also includes a number of direct
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FPGA-to-FPGA control lines and distributes a low-jitter clock to each SURF. Two 10-gigabit Ethernet (10 GbE) links
to the flight computer are included for redundancy, resulting in an overall throughput of ∼ 1000 MB/s, much higher
than will be practically used.
TURF to Flight Computer: Once a full payload event is received at the TURF-v5, the data is sent to the flight
computer via the dual 10 GbE links. Each raw PUEO event is ∼ 500 kB, which, at sustained event rate of 100 Hz,
results in ∼ 50 MB/s of data-rate to disk at the flight computer, the data is directly received into a commercial general-
purpose graphics processing unit (GPU). The GPU reconstructs the L2 event and forms a combined directional/signal
strength metric to generate an event priority for telemetry.
D. The Low-Frequency Instrument
PUEO will additionally include a low-frequency dropdown instrument. The low-frequency system enhances PUEO’s
sensitivity to air showers generated by either cosmic rays or tau lepton decays. It additionally serves as research and
development (R&D) aimed at measuring the low-frequency backgrounds across Antarctica over a broad frequency
range (50-300 MHz) and independently triggered, which can determine the sensitivity of a future instrument targeting
the tau channel specifically.
Deployable LF Antennas Building on experience from the ANITA-III mission flying the large deployable ALFA
antenna, the PUEO low frequency system is planned to include 4 dual-polarized antennas. The design shown in
Fig. 9 includes a drop-down consisting of crossed, electrically-short bowtie antennas. However, other antennas will
be considered through a future trade study. The LF system will be deployed after launch, having been stowed on the
interior of the payload prior to launch.
Dedicated Trigger for the Low-Frequency (LF) Instrument: The 8-channel low-frequency instrument will
also have a two-stage beamforming trigger similar to the main payload trigger, but computed on a single LF SURF
board. The full beamforming solution can be calculated in a single stage on the LF SURF; the integrated power
of the peak beam is then compared against a per-beam impulsive power threshold to decide on an L1-trigger. The
synthetic waveform is then further processed to eliminate CW interference as well as spectral comparisons against
known properties of EAS events before deciding on an L3 trigger. A full simulation of the LF instrument for EAS
events finds a 50% trigger SNR of ∼ 1.8σ at a single LF low-gain antenna.
An L3 trigger in the LF instrument will trigger event data from the entire payload (LF+Main Instrument) to be
stored. Similarly, an L3 trigger in the main payload will also save event data from the LF instrument. To further
reduce our threshold, the synthetic beams from L2 triggers of the Main Instrument and LF instrument are further
combined to check for an L3 trigger even if neither instrument triggers independently.
ANITA heritage: The ANITA Low-Frequency Antenna (ALFA) was a prototype drop-down low-frequency in-
strument that was part of the ANITA-III flight. ALFA was a single antenna of a custom design based on a deployable,
tapered quad slot that formed an omni-directional horizontally-polarized antenna. While it did not trigger ANITA-III,
ALFA was able to measure the low-frequency spectrum of ANITA-III events [57]. Minimum-bias data from ALFA
(Fig. 13) suggests that the lower-frequency bands are clean much of the time in Antarctica, allowing for the successful
use of the LF instrument.
E. Data Storage and Transmission
A 30-day flight of the PUEO instrument will generate ∼ 50 TB of data, including data compression. Previous flight
experience with ANITA has stressed the importance of triply-redundant storage and multiple storage technologies to
guarantee a complete copy of the in-flight dataset. PUEO will use storage technologies previously proven on both
ANITA-III and -IV, consisting of a primary storage system directly connected to the flight computer and a secondary
storage computer connected via Ethernet. The primary storage system consists of two arrays of four commercial sealed
helium-filled spinning magnetic drives of at least 20 TB, for a total primary storage of 2 × 80 TB. The secondary
storage computer from previous flights will be upgraded with eight solid-state storage devices of at least 10 TB each,
for a total secondary storage of 80 TB. In both the primary and secondary storage systems, only one of the drives
in an array will be active at one time, both to minimize power and risk. The storage systems will be located at an
easy-to-access panel at the instrument enclosure to guarantee data recovery, even when the primary instrument may
not be immediately recoverable.
During Line-of-Sight (LOS) operations, PUEO will use a 1 Mbps S-band downlink for parameter tuning, coupled
with slow-speed Iridium data modems and a P-band command uplink. This biphase data will be received and decoded
locally in McMurdo. Once out of the LOS period, PUEO will switch to downlink via the Telemetry Data Relay Satellite
System (TDRSS), and the prioritized data will be received and distributed from a dedicated server at the ground
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FIG. 13. The ALFA antenna on ANITA-III. The left panel shows the fully deployed ALFA antenna below ANITA-III during
the hang test at the Columbia Scientific Balloon Facility. The middle and right panels show minimum-bias data from the
ANITA-III ALFA instrument at two times during the flight (middle panel: East Antarctica and right panel: West Antarctica).
The top panels shows the maximum amplitude of ALFA voltage envelope while the bottom shows a spectrogram. During the
flight the waveforms from the ALFA were upconverted to the frequency band of the ANITA DAQ; these waveforms and spectra
are downconverted to the ALFA baseband of 40-80 MHz.
station to several PUEO institutions. TDRSS supports both 6 kbps and 90 kbps modes. The physics trigger rates
on PUEO are low enough that the high-priority data captures the highest-quality physics events. Telemetered data
will be used for flight monitoring and serves as an additional contingency should the triply-redundant storage system
fails. For command and control, an Iridium data modem provided by the NASA ballooning program, will be used.
The command system will also be available via low-rate TDRSS as a backup.
F. Gondola
The gondola design is based on the ANITA gondola structure, benefiting from ANITA’s proven flight heritage. The
base structure comprises carbon fiber tubes fitted with 7075 aluminum alloy (AA7075) ends and custom extruded
tee sections. Components are assembled using titanium pins for rapid field disassembly. Additional light-weighting
and magnesium alloy substitutions will be employed, where applicable, to keep mass inline with balloon capacity.
PUEO’s scaled down ANITA quad ridge horn antennas (QRH) will allow for an additional 48 antennas on the main
gondola while maintaining adherence to the prescribed launch envelope and mass budget. PUEO will also include a
−40◦ canted 12 QRH antenna nadir ring and LF antenna array both of which will be stowed up and within the lower
gondola section in a pre-launch configuration then deployed by command during the first moments post-launch. The
photovoltaic (PV) panel array will also be stowed in a raised position during pre-flight then deployed post-launch.
Deployable systems, utilized in the past three ANITA flights, allow for the expansion of at-float payload capabilities
while maintaining adherence to the launch envelope on the ground. The current best estimate (CBE) of the science-
only payload mass is 3,618 lbs. The CBE summed mass of ballast, science, and NASA systems below the gondola
suspension point is 4,331 lbs.
G. Power System
The PUEO power system will be derived from the ANITA-III and -IV systems. We will use an icositetragon (24-gon)
omnidirectional array. The ANITA “skirt”-array design has been found to be robust, with the vertical photovoltaic
(PV) angles enabling a substantial power contribution from sunlight reflected off of the ice, in additional to direct sun.
This power can be provided using 140-cell strings (SunPower E-60 solar cells; 23% efficiency) on each side. The panel
size can be increased by ∼71% compared to ANITA-IV, giving a maximum PUEO PV power envelope of 1,625 W.
The cells will be laminated onto dielectric honeycomb substrates, as was done successfully with ANITA-III and -IV.
The array will be lowered immediately after launch, using a similar mechanism to that in ANITA-III and -IV. We
will use a Morningstar Tristar-MPPT-60 charge controller, as was used on ANITA-III and -IV. The PUEO battery
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system will consist of 6 pairs of Panasonic LC-X1220 Pb-acid batteries (20 Ah each).
The power distribution system consists of three main power rails: a main instrument box rail, nominally 12 V
with a load capability of 500 W, and two low-voltage RF signal-chain rails at 4 V (for pre-amplifiers external to the
instrument box) and 3.7 V (for internal RF components) with load capabilities of 200 W each. Local board-level
voltages at the instrument box are generated via high efficiency (95%) point-of-load regulation. Including DC/DC
conversion efficiencies for the PV system, this brings the total payload power CBE to 1,139 W, leaving ample margin.
H. Attitude and Location Determination
PUEO has requirements for pointing resolution in elevation that are more stringent than ANITA for two reasons.
First, better pointing resolution in elevation allows PUEO to better distinguish above-horizon from below-horizon
events. This is important for detection of possible EASs in the tau neutrino channel, which for Standard Model cross
sections would tend to come from near the horizon. Second, a better uncertainty on elevation angle leads to better
rejection of man-made events while maintaining high analysis efficiency, since man-made noise can be better localized
when projected onto the continent, especially near the horizon. This leads to a requirement of 0.05◦ accuracy in
pitch and roll. An 0.05◦ heading accuracy will ensure that the natural rotation of the payload does not restrict event
reconstruction in azimuth.
Similar to ANITA, PUEO will use a multiply-redundant system to determine absolute orientation. PUEO will
incorporate a Trimble ABX-TWO, which provides better angular resolution than the ADU5, which was flown on
ANITA, in high-latitude regions. receivers, calibrate and integrate these systems into the PUEO instrument. In
addition, PUEO will incorporate a Northrop LN-251, which is an inertial measurement unit (IMU), integrated into
an RF enclosure. This will provide precision pitch and roll information, required for PUEO’s more stringent pointing
requirements compared to ANITA. The LN-251 is integrated into the Wallops Arc Second Pointer (WASP) system
and has been successfully used in flight in Antarctica [128, 129].
PUEO will additionally incorporate two daytime star trackers to perform real-time attitude reconstruction using
bright-star astrometry. Daytime star trackers have flown on previous Antarctic LDB payloads [130, 131] and provided
∼ 4” (0.001◦) accuracy at ∼ 1 Hz over the duration of the previous flights. This flight-proven accuracy exceeds
the attitude requirements by more than an order of magnitude. Preliminary Monte Carlo simulations and ground
measurements using the expected flight hardware have replicated these results for the PUEO tracker design.
PUEO will also have a magnetometer and sun-sensor systems. The flight magnetometer is expected to deliver 0.1◦
accuracy orientation when combined with the sun-sensor data. These constitute a credible back up system that would
not degrade performance significantly.
I. Calibration of the PUEO Instrument
PUEO will employ a multi-pronged approach to instrument calibration that builds on the calibration systems used
on ANITA.
1. Lab Measurements
Measurements of the gain, noise figure, and trigger efficiency will be made prior to flight and will be used to
benchmark the performance of the instrument. Lab tests will use broadband, neutrino-like pulses as well as cosmic-
ray-like pulses with more low-frequency content injected into the front end amplifiers to measure the trigger efficiency
curve shown in Fig. 12.
2. Ground-to-payload Calibration Systems
Ground-to-payload radio calibration pulses are required for the analysis of PUEO data and for in-flight instrument
verification. For all ANITA flights, we transmitted broadband, high-voltage neutrino-like pulses from the ground at
known positions and rates tied to the GPS-second.
These pulses are used for a variety of purposes, including: (1) determination of the in-flight antenna phase centers;
(2) trigger and analysis efficiency in-flight as a function of SNR; and (3) measuring the pointing accuracy.
For PUEO, we plan to transmit calibration signals with varying frequency content and pulse shape using a pro-
grammable pulser in addition to the signals from the high-voltage pulsers that were used to calibrate ANITA. This
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will allow us to further refine the calibration of antenna phase center locations for PUEO. Ground calibration stations
will be located near the launch site at LDB and in remote locations as they were in prior ANITA flights. Directly
after launch the station at LDB allows for immediate verification of system performance. The calibration stations at
deep field sites are used to acquire science-level calibration data because they are less contaminated by background
interference. For the PUEO remote stations, we propose to establish two manned stations at established camps such
as WAIS Divide or Siple Dome. The redundancy enhances the likelihood that the PUEO payload will fly within the
700 km horizon of one of the two camps. Both proposed stations have been along the flight paths of both ANITA-III
and -IV. Manned calibration stations at these or similar locations have ensured the full calibration of previous ANITA
flights.
3. HiCal
The third iteration of the High-altitude Calibration payload (HiCal-3) will be a key component in the PUEO
calibration suite. Building upon the previous 2 flights [86, 87, 132], HiCal-3 is planned to comprise a set of 3 payloads,
with extended capabilities for pulsing, capturing, and transmitting data relative to previous flights. In addition to
providing a regular calibration for PUEO, HiCal-3 will provide crucial data for studying various properties of radio
reflection from the Antarctic surface. This is of heightened importance in view of the recently reported anomalous
events [57]. Here we describe the instruments and the role they play in PUEO’s science case.
HiCal is a calibration payload with GPS location and satellite telemetry capability that flies in tandem with
PUEO, broadcasting calibration signals at regular intervals that are received directly and also reflected from the
surface of the continent. Because the PUEO and HiCal payloads are launched separately, the distance between them
varies throughout the flight. This allows the surface of the continent to be probed over a range of incidence angles.
However, because the flight paths of high-altitude balloons are uncertain, it is generally prudent to launch multiple
payloads, to ensure proximity to PUEO for as much of the flight as possible. HiCal-2 comprised 2 payloads, both of
which were (fortunately) in proximity with ANITA-4 for the duration of their flights, but this is not guaranteed. To
that end, we propose a suite of 3 payloads, one ‘primary’ payload, and a pair of smaller, ‘secondary’ payloads, with
less functionality but similar calibration capability. Of the three, the primary payload is the only one for which we
anticipate recovery.
The primary payload (Figure 14, left) will be solar-powered, and have a low-throughput satellite link, local disk
storage, and on-board signal generation and digitization capabilities. It will include a set of dual-polarized, wide-band
antennas and a high-voltage commercial FID pulser to produce sharp impulsive signals, probing reflectivity throughout
the PUEO band. Also on board will be an RFSoC ADC/DAC providing the capability to produce arbitrary waveform
radio signals to further calibrate the PUEO instrument and to timestamp and digitize signals from a local receiving
antenna. We also plan to locally digitize and capture the GPS signals themselves, as these signals can be used to
model RF propagation in the atmosphere, which is particularly challenging near the horizon, and holds significant
interest for earth-skimming events (several of which have been detected by ANITA). As with HiCal-2, we anticipate
that azimuthal payload orientation will be monitored using an array of silicon photomultipliers sensitive to solar
emissions. The secondary payloads (Figure 14, Right) will be slimmed-down versions, with custom solid-state pulser
units built in-house at KU (already demonstrated for the TAROGE-M [133] experiment as well as broadcasts to
the ARA experiment at South Pole from within the SPICE core [134]), low-throughput satellite telemetry, and no
on-board digitization. These secondary units would therefore accomplish the main goal of calibrating PUEO, but
would not offer the same breadth of signal shape and internal cross-checks. Lacking the significantly more expensive
commercial hardware of the primary payload, we do not anticipate recovery of the secondary payloads.
4. Passive Calibration
In addition to the active calibrations listed above, the calibration of the antenna positions can be checked with
passive measurements of the sun and satellites. In particular, signals from low-band (1.2 GHz) GNSS satellites will
be measured in every PUEO event at levels below thermal noise but reconstructible using interferometric analysis.
The reconstructed positions of the satellites can be compared to the well-known ephemerides in analysis to check the
stability of pointing precision on an event-by-event basis.
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FIG. 14. The primary (Left) and secondary (Right) HiCal-3 payloads. Indicated are all subsystems; pressure vessels facilitate
the use of high-voltage in the upper atmosphere. The primary payload has two dual-polarization Vivaldi-style antennas, potted
to protect against high-voltage arcing. The secondary payload has 2 individual pressure vessels, one for horizontal polarization,
and the second for vertical polarization. Not to scale.
VI. PUEO EXPECTED PERFORMANCE
The upgrades listed in the previous sections will provide significantly enhanced sensitivity in PUEO compared to
ANITA and other instruments. The phased-array trigger with the RFSoC will result in an electric-field threshold
reduction factor of at least a factor of 5 in the Askaryan channel and 7 in the EAS channel using the high-frequency
instrument. The low-frequency instrument will afford greatly improved sensitivity to air showers as well.
A. Diffuse UHE ν Sensitivity
The icemc [135] simulation package for ANITA was adapted to estimate the Askaryan acceptance for PUEO by
introducing the approximate threshold-scaling. The ANITA-IV flight path was modeled then scaled to the appropriate
number of days. A small correction factor was made to the effective area for the improved RFI filtering that will
be possible with PUEO. As with previous results from ANITA, the effective areas are geometrically averaged with
a projection from an independent simulation, which includes the effects of surface roughness which is currently not
modeled in icemc.
The ντ air shower channel is modeled with a dedicated simulation based on [136], with appropriate threshold
and noise scaling for the high-frequency and low-frequency bands. Above 1 EeV, the Askaryan channel dominates in
effective area for a diffuse flux.
The trigger-level single-event sensitivity (SES) is computed at fixed energies using:
SES(E) =
1
T ·∆ ·AΩeff (E) , (1)
where T is the flight duration, ∆ = 4 is a bandwidth factor as in previous ANITA results, and AΩeff is the aperture of
PUEO at the energy. The SES is compared to existing experiments and some astrophysical and cosmogenic modelsin
Fig. 15, where the SES has been splined for visualization purposes. We find that a 30-day flight of PUEO will either
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FIG. 15. The PUEO single-event sensitivity to diffuse UHE fluxes, compared to existing limits [1–3] and some cosmogenic
models [5–7] and astrophysical models [10–13]. The non-local proton models were generated using CRPropa3 in a manner
similar to [6] but with z > 0.1. For diffuse fluxes, the Askaryan sensitivity dominates, although the τ EAS channel also
contributes significantly below a few EeV.
Model < Nν > (30 d) < Nν > (100 d)
Non-local proton cosmogenics 1.8 5.9
Non-local proton cosmogenics (high Emax) 4.5 15.0
TA best fit [5, 7] 0.9 2.9
Subdominant proton cosmogenics [6] 3.7 12.4
Diffuse FSRQs, max [10] 0.4 1.3
Diffuse Pulsars, max [13] 0.2 0.5
Diffuse AGN [11] 0.2 0.5
Diffuse GRB Blast-waves, max [12] 0.2 0.6
IceCube flux, max, all-flavor, extrapolated [14] 0.5 1.7
TABLE I. PUEO diffuse UHE neutrino event counts for various models.
measure or likely eliminate a number of cosmogenic models from non-local or subdominant proton sources. A 100-day
campaign can confirm or exclude the best-fit TA composition and could also measure diffuse astrophysical neutrinos
from FSRQs, Pulsars and GRBs. If the IceCube astrophysical flux extends to PUEO energies, that may also be
observable. Expected triggered event counts for some models are tabulated in Tab. I.
B. Transient UHE ν Sensitivity
PUEO’s very large instantaneous aperture makes PUEO well-suited to measuring UHE neutrino fluence from
transient astrophysical sources that occur in its most sensitive field-of-view. Fig. 16 shows PUEO’s peak fluence
sensitivity for both “long” and “short” transients. Long transients are of order the length of the flight, so the point in
the sky is not being constantly monitored by PUEO. The average effective area over a typical flight path for a source
at a favorable declination is used to determine the peak long-duration sensitivity. A short transient is of order a few
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FIG. 16. The peak single-event sensitivity of the PUEO air shower and Askaryan channels to long (left) and short (right)
transients. The long transient sensitivity considers the mean effective area of an optimal part of the sky over the course of the
flight, while the short burst sensitivity considers the peak effective area over a 1000s window, which is appropriate for transients
of a few hours or smaller. The bands shown for the various experiments denote the range between the optimal and average sky
sensitivity, for regions where the instrument has sensitivity.
hours or less, where the source may remain within PUEO’s peak instantaneous sensitivity for the entire duration,
allowing even greater fluence sensitivity for objects in that angular range.
Examples of transient astrophysical phenomena that may produce detectable fluxes include neutron-neutron star
mergers [51] and flaring FSRQs [137]. Should the recently-announced near-horizon air showers from ANITA-IV [72]
be from transient sources of τ neutrinos, PUEO would likely detect orders of magnitude more of this class of events.
PUEO’s transient sensitivity also compares well to the proposed POEMMA satellite mission [138, 139].
The Askaryan transient sensitivity was estimated using the PUEO-configured icemc in point source mode as
described in [54], with an ice-roughness correction applied based on an independent simulation. For the Askaryan
channel, the peak instantaneous sensitivity varies depending on the position of the payload, with deeper colder ice
providing additional sensitivity.
The air shower channel sensitivity is estimated with the same dedicated air shower simulation package used in the
diffuse case, which supports both point source and diffuse sensitivities. The air shower channel has a very narrow
peak sensitivity right at the horizon, which becomes dominant to the Askaryan channel sensitivity below 1 EeV.
C. Event Reconstruction
If PUEO is able to make a confident detection of UHE neutrinos, whether diffuse or associated with a transient,
the next step would be to characterize the detected neutrinos. The air-shower channel provides excellent pointing
resolution (of order a degree) due to the narrow emission cone. In the Askaryan channel, the neutrino direction may
be reconstructed to a region of order 15 square degrees using the polarization vector of the electric field [54].
Energy reconstruction of the neutrino is ultimately limited by the inelasticity in the primary interaction [61],
although making assumptions about the neutrino energy spectrum can help. The shower energy can be estimated
with the measured electric field strength as well its power spectrum that encodes the off-cone angle (and, to some
extent for the Askaryan channel, the length of the path through ice).
D. Flavor Physics
At high energies (> 50 EeV), the Askaryan channel is roughly equally sensitive to all neutrino flavors. However, at
energies below a few EeV, electron neutrinos dominate the Askaryan acceptance. The air shower channel, which has
comparable sensitivity at several EeV, is exclusively sensitive to tau neutrinos (muon neutrinos have the potential to
regenerate through the Earth like ντ but PUEO’s acceptance to νµ air showers is several orders of magnitude smaller
than ντ ). The Askaryan and EAS channel view similar parts of the sky so any neutrino source is likely to be detected
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FIG. 17. The relative fraction of neutrino flavors detected by PUEO via the Askaryan channel. From 1 EeV to ∼10 EeV,
PUEO is dominated by electron neutrino events.
in both channels if the transient duration is longer than ∼ 30 minutes. For these sources, PUEO will be able to
measure the e/τ ratio in a new energy regime, which informs not only models of astrophysical neutrino production at
the sources, but also tests of fundamental neutrino physics [140]. The e/τ ratio can have strong discriminating power
for specific neutrino production mechanisms that predict comparable µ and ντ fluxes [141].
VII. CONCLUSION
The first detection of UHE neutrinos, whether cosmogenic or astrophysical, would have profound physics implica-
tions for understanding the high-energy accelerators in our universe. At UHE energies, only neutrinos can travel the
vast cosmological distances providing us acesss to the entirety of the universe, rather than our local GZK horizon, so
only neutrinos can reveal the nature of distant accelerators. The PUEO experiment builds on the successful ANITA
concept to credibly provide the most sensitive instrument for detection of neutrinos above several EeV. PUEO’s
sensitivity is derived from its beamforming trigger, additional antennas, and improved electronics in combination
with the aperture advantages of a high-altitude platform. PUEO is a versatile instrument that is powerful enough to
potentially confidently detect UHE neutrinos for the first time for many viable models or, alternatively, set the most
stringent constraints.
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